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where G and Gd1 are given by eqs 41 and 42, respec-
tively. To make the steady-state disturbance gains zero,
the inferential feed-forward controller can be calculated
as
For the column studied here, this becomes
This inferential feed-forward controller is also used
in conjunction with an IMC controller tuned by optimiz-
ing the robust control performance. The controller
parameters are given in Table 4. This inferential feed-
forward controller was tested under the sequence of
disturbances shown in Figure 10 at the two operating
conditions (95%, 5%) and (93%, 6%). The control per-
formance results are shown in Figures 12 and 14, and
the corresponding sums of squared control errors are
given in Table 5. The sums of squared control errors
for the cases with measurement noise are given in Table
6. Figure 17 shows the set-point tracking performance
with the sum of squared control errors given in Table
7. From Figures 12 and 14 and Tables 5 and 6, it can
be seen that FDB can also offer very good control
performance in disturbance rejection, particularly for
feed rate disturbances. This is because FDB is designed
for rejecting both feed composition and feed rate dis-
turbances. Compared to the inferential feed-forward
controllers using tray temperatures, the control system
with FDB exhibits better control performance in distur-
bance rejection. This confirms the robustness analysis
results shown in Table 4. Tables 5 and 6 show that the
control performance with FDB is insensitive to measure-
ment noise. This is because tray temperature measure-
ments are not used in FDB, and thus, the control
performance is affected only by composition measure-
ment noise. Figure 17 and Table 7 show that the control
system with FDB has better set-point tracking perfor-
mance for the top product composition than the control
system without inferential feed-forward control, but the
same is not true for the bottom product. It should be
emphasized here that the inferential feed-forward con-
trol is designed for the rejection of unmeasured distur-
bances.
4. Conclusions
Two inferential feed-forward control strategies are
proposed. One uses uncontrolled secondary process
variables, whereas the other uses the manipulated
variables for the controlled secondary process variables
with fast dynamics. These strategies are useful when
disturbances cannot easily be measured and, hence,
direct feed-forward control cannot be applied. The effects
of disturbances on the primary process variables are
inferred from certain easily available measurements of
uncontrolled secondary process variables or from the
manipulated variables for certain controlled secondary
process variables with fast dynamics. The main advan-
tage of such inferential feed-forward control strategies
is that measurements of disturbances are not needed.
A robustness analysis is presented, and it is shown that
robustness is an important factor to be considered when
selecting secondary process variables. Secondary process
variable selection and feedback controller tuning can be
performed by optimizing the achievable robust control
performance represented by the structured singular
value of the overall control system.
The proposed strategies have been applied to a
simulated methanol-water separation column. Nonlin-
ear dynamic simulations demonstrate that the proposed
strategies can significantly improve the disturbance
rejection capabilities of the distillation composition
control system. Robustness analysis shows that using
multiple tray temperature measurements can signifi-
cantly improve the robustness of the control scheme,
which is confirmed by simulations.
The present work considers only static inferential
feed-forward controllers aimed at removing the steady-
state effects of disturbances on the controlled variables.
Extension to dynamic inferential feed-forward control
is currently under study and will be reported in the
future.
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